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Soviets 
charge 
reporter 
MOSCOW (AP)-Nicholas 
Daniloff, an American reporter 
for U.S. News & World Report 
magazine, has been charged 
with espionage, state-run tele- 
vision said. Under Soviet law, he 
could be sentenced to death if 
convicted. 
Daniloff's wife, Ruth, was 
granted permission to visit her 
husband today at Lefortovo 
Prison, Doug Stanglin, another 
US. News reporter said yester- 
day. 
He said she had been given 
permission during a telephone 
conversation with a KGB Inves- 
tigator and would be accompa- 
nied by Consul General Roger 
Daley from the VS. Embassy in 
Moscow. 
Daniloff, 52, was believed to 
be the first foreign Journalist 
ever formally charged with spy- 
ing in the Soviet Union. 
In Santa Barbara, Calif., 
where President Reagan is on 
vacation, White House spokes- 
man Larry Speakes warned that 
"this could have serious impli- 
cations for U.S.-Soviet relations 
if this continues Daniloff is 
innocent." 
The official news agency Tass 
called the outcry about Daniloff 
"a diversionary theme" and 
said Western news media have 
made him "the hero of the day." 
"But what we have here is the 
case of a run-of-the-mill, not 
even very big spy, caught in the 
act," Tass said. 
Daniloff was arrested Aug. 30 
moments after a Soviet ac- 
quaintance gave him a packet 
later found to contain secret 
maps and photographs. The 
news weekly magazine corre- 
spondent has been held since 
then at a Moscow prison. 
Daniloff called the Moscow 
office of his magazine and told 
reporter Jeff Trimble that he 
was indicted in a legal proceed- 
ing at Moscow's Lefortovo 
Prison, Trimble said. 
He told his colleague he was 
charged under Article 65 of the 
Russian Federation Criminal 
Code. This article states that 
those committing espionage 
"shall be punished by depriva- 
tion of freedom for a term of 
seven to 15 years ... or by 
death." 
A 'Moe'mentous occasion Pholo/Brad Ph"Un 
Bowling Green head coach Moe Ankney congratulates linebacker Paul Schweitier following the Falcons 
2116 win over Ohio Gnlversity Saturday at Doyt Perry Field. Schweitzer had 16 tackles to help Ankney to 
his first head coaching victory and BG's 14th straight home win. 
Theta Chis' civil 
rights violated? 
Councilman investigates 
by Matt Winkeljohn 
staff reporter 
Members of the Theta Chi 
fraternity are not only without a 
home, but City Councilman Jim 
Davidson said yesterday that he 
believes their civil rights are 
being violated. 
The fraternity and 20 non- 
members were living at the cor- 
ner of North Main and Ridge 
streets in a building where con- 
struction has not been com- 
pleted. 
Wood County Chief Building 
Inspector Robert Connelly or- 
dered a work stoppage last 
Tuesday, declaring the struc- 
ture unsafe for occupancy. The 
residents were forced to evac- 
uate Thursday so work could 
continue. 
Davidson represents the first 
ward in Bowling Green and the 
Theta Chi house is in that ward. 
He said he thinks the build- 
ing's general contractor and 
owner, Robert Maurer, is in 
violation of the law. 
"I spoke with the guys in the 
fraternity and they told me they 
had signed leases and Maurer 
told them they could move in. He 
owes them an apartment," Da- 
vidson said. "He's not deliv- 
ering. It seems a breech of 
contract to me. I'm worried 
about the kids' civil rights." 
Maurer said the residents' 
rights have not been violated 
because a date of completion 
was never promised. Theta Chi 
Vice President Bill Higham said 
residents were warned that the 
building might not be finished by 
the start of the semester. 
"We (residents) got letters 
around the first of June, or the 
middle of June, saying if the 
building wasn't done, tie would 
Siut us in a hotel and work out a 
ood allowance," Higham said. 
Maurer is paying for the fra- 
ternity members who are resi- 
dents of the building to stay in 
Falcon Plaza Motel. Non-frater- 
nity residents are in the Holiday 
Inn at Maurer's expense. 
Higham is confused by David- 
son's actions. 
"I don't know what to think of 
him. He was most definitely 
opposed to the project," Higham 
said. "Now it seems like he's 
trying to be our friend. I wonder 
if he's not just trying to look 
good." 
Davidson has publicly op- 
posed the project from its begin- 
ning. City Council meeting 
minutes dating to March 17, 
1986, indicate about 17 com- 
plaints by Davidson and con- 
cerned citizens. 
Davidson said he called the 
building inspector's office Aug. 
25, the day he returned from 
vacation. 
"When I got back from vaca- 
tion, I could see people were 
living there and the building 
obviously wasn't finished," Da- 
vidson said. "I did make a call in 
response to my constituents. I 
called the city (offices), but they 
referred me to the county." 
This is not the first time Da- 
vidson has been upset with a 
Bowling Green realtor. 
"I have a history of chasing 
O See Theta Chi, page 4. 
Olscamp to keep staff council active 
by Beth Thomas 
staff reporter 
University President Paul Olscamp 
told University classified staff Friday 
that he is determined not to let the 
Classified Staff Council become a "win- 
dow dressing." 
Olscamp, in his third annual address to 
the classified staff, said that the CSC, 
which he created four years ago, is 
handling the negotiations for a new com- 
pensation plan which he said will proba- 
bly go into effect for the 1987-88 fiscal 
year. 
He said that the classified staff re- 
ceived a 6. percent increase in base pay 
rates last year, alone with improved 
insurance policies, 100 percent re- 
imbursement for generic drugs, and 
dependent fee waivers after three years 
of service continuing until five years 
after retirement. 
In response to complaints of inade- 
Siiate funds for several departments, 
lscamp said that the administration 
tried to meet all requests. 
"There is never enough money to 
satisfy everyone's desires and legitimate 
needs, and not everyone gets everything 
they want," he said. 
Olscamp said he hopes the state will 
remove the University s tuition cap of 4 
percent that has been in effect for the 
past two years, because the University 
may not get the full amount of their 
requested operating budget this year. 
Currently, 54 percent of University costs 
comes from tax dollars, and 46 percent 
comes from student fees, he said. 
OLSCAMP RECEIVED a round of 
applause when he said there will be 200 
new parking spaces added to inner cam- 
pus lots this year. 
"This should alleviate some of the 
parking pressure now occurring, but 
certainly not all pf it," he said. 
Weekend busy 
for city police 
An wid«<m«ioiM threat- 
ened a rettfent of East Merry 
Street with a knif• Setarday 
Bitf* after the resident re- 
hsted to let the mm into bis 
^Sylxittce said David 
Haynet,510E Merry St Apt. 
M. refused me man entry 
after be came to Haynea'a- 
partment asking for beer. 
The man was described as 
being white. S feet 10 Inches 
taD, with brown hair and 
checkered pullover shirt. 
After Hanoi and room- 
mate Deridr. Gent rsfeaed to 
lot the man ta, the man after 
edh/ polled a knife. He then 
otanpeered into the crowd 
whk£ was attending a large 
Merry St 
Several arreats wore ma* 
perse, pekoe as*! 
Kevin Voflmar, 2a, of 10000 
MiddMon Pike, DunMdge, 
tain Jail on $10,000 bond. 
Smith, M^JaoTalaiB St. 
Hasktas, tor permitting drag 
abuse ta a motor vehicle. 
Two police officers la Bo- 
n*jttUt«Ms>«2 ooeottlstttreaecrtajaiwsof 
Smith's car be 
cars foond drag-related 
psra|*erneUa in the car sad 
toVoEasrt possession. The 
third occupant of too ear was 
rw< charted 
sntn was prooeesea BOB 
•Ponce received tour re- 
■Mtaefeei a*sf faansat rsaalfsiaV jEofcsajxfcaaawi 
tewj 
a.m. 
ssttfc^mi 
Prof expands history program 
by Michelle Flatter 
staff reporter 
One new professor at the Uni- 
versity adds a special twist to 
the history department. Not only 
is Sarah Sharp the only woman 
in the 21-member department, 
but her talents are helping to 
create a new focus for the pro- 
gram. 
Sharp brings to Bowling 
Green additional courses and 
programs in public history that 
were unavailable prior to her 
arrival at Bowling Green. 
"I want to shape the program 
to make graduate students 
aware of what public history is," 
Sharp said. 
In the past the University's 
Cc history resources were 
id to an archival adminis- 
tration program, Gary Hess, 
chair of the history department, 
said. 
"But Sarah brings to us a 
broader approach to public his- 
tory," Hess said. 
Public history involves 
looking at the past through re- 
search documents and gather- 
ing information from live 
Interviews, creating oralhisto- 
riaa that paint a picture of the 
past. 
"The idea Is to be trained to 
use the skills developed as a 
historian and analyze research 
and documents to use these dif 
"I want to shape the 
program to make 
graduate students 
aware of what 
public history is. 
- Sarah Sharp 
ferent skills to get a job in his- 
tory in corporations and agen- 
cies," Sharp said. 
SHARP WILL have many ad- 
ministrative responsibilities this 
semester in addition to her tea- 
ching duties. She is in charge of 
expanding the public history 
program by adding the new 
courses and finding and creating 
internships for students to gain 
experience with archival mu- 
seums and business history. 
In the past the program was 
called the Applied Thrust Pro- 
gram. It included archival ad- 
ministration and historical 
society administration courses 
and was expanded to the public 
history program with additional 
courses such as oral history and 
public history. 
Though it was quite a tran- 
sition coming from Berkeley, 
Calif., to Bowling Green, Sharp 
said she likes the campus and 
appreciates the cooperation and 
D See Sharp, page 4. Sarah Sharp 
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This is a 
r side of It's happening again, this! 
the Atlantic. 
A survey done by Market Opinion Research 
International, which does on a worldwide scale 
what Gallup and Roper and maybe Nielsen and 
Arbitron do in the United States, has determined 
that the youth of Britain are not all that interested 
in politics. 
Apathy is the prevalent attitude, according to the 
poll as interpreted by The (Toledo) Blade's Euro- 
pean correspondent. Fernand Auberjonois writes 
that young voters on King Arthur's Isle just don't 
care about politics. 
How nice. American youths aren't the only ones 
who don't give a damn. 
But hold on. These "apathetic" young Britons are 
expressing some strong opinions, according to the 
same story. 
The generation that The Times of London chooses 
to call "Thatcher's Children" refers to their Prime 
Minister as "arrogant, overbearing, narrow- 
minded." 
That's apathetic? 
These supposed young dimbulbs also seem to be 
capable of telling the difference between a poli- 
tician's personality and his leadership capability. 
Opposition leader Neil Kinnock should be encour- 
aged by the knowledge that, though only 10 percent 
of young Britons think he's "gooa in a crisis," they 
still think he's "a nice bloke. 
A pity American youths can't seem to make that 
sort of distinction. 
Those who've been here for three years might 
remember President Reagan's "Presidential Fo- 
rum on World Affairs" here in 1984. This scholarly 
forum produced such hard-hitting student com- 
mentary as "Mr. President, I just nave to tell you, 
you look wonderful!" 
You expect this sort of quality when the questions 
are carefully screened at the door. 
Those "apathetic" young Britons with all the 
opinions are doing it wrong. They all need a trip 
Stateside. 
We'll show them how it's done. 
Sorry, Brad, don't be mad 
Bad Cleveland 
jokes not fair 
by Tracey Batdorl 
A first encounter with a new 
roommate or classmate may go 
something like this: 
"Where are you from?" 
"Berea." 
"Where?" 
"Cleveland." 
"Oh. I should've known, 
you've got that dumb accent. 
Bet you're a big Michael Staley 
fan. 
"That's funny, I always 
thought you guys had the accent. 
By the way, it's Stanley." 
Hey - it's OK if David Letter- 
man puts us down nightly with 
one of his vicious wisecracks 
(Our river does not always catch 
on fire). "The Mistake on the 
Lake" - that's Cleveland. We've 
been called worse things." 
This is for all the bum-raps 
and snide remarks Cleveland 
has gotten in the past couple 
years. 
Cleveland entered a contest at 
the beginning of this year and 
was named one of "The All 
America Cities" by the National 
Municipal League. The city has- 
proved how far it has come in 
rejuvenating and reaffirming 
itself. 
One thing that is almost unani- 
SDUS is that Cleveland's night- 
e can't be beat. The Flats on 
Old River Road is a popular 
entertainment sector for people 
19 v     s-oldand over. 
Ir.e non-stop summer Friday 
parties in the park provided a 
more casual atmosphere for 
those people getting off of work 
or those unwinding from a busy 
downtown shopping expedition. 
The Tribe kept Baseball fans 
happy this summer. Fans faith- 
fully attended the games with 
their mits, pennants, flasks -and 
left with laryngitis. 
More daytime fun will be pro- 
vided in about three years when 
the Rock-n-RoU Hafl of Fame 
will be completed. 
Cleveland Disc-Jockey Alan 
Freed coined the term 
"rock'n'roll." and we do have 
the "Number One Radio Station 
in the Nation" - WMMS - (for 
the seventh year in a row, mind 
you) according to a "Rolling 
Stone" reader's poll. 
At the end of May, Michael J. 
Fox and Joan Jett filmed the 
movie "The Light of Day," 
about a rock'n'roller. Some of 
the scenes were filmed in the 
Euclid Tavern while "Motion," 
a Cleveland Motown band, cam- 
eoed. 
I just want to give Cleveland 
one more pat on the back. "Good 
Morning America" televised its 
program from Cleveland Aug. 22 
and showed how Cleveland has 
shifted from a "steel" town, 
industrial (smog) city to a 
"business" city. 
Next time you see a promotio- 
nal bumpersticker (by Cleve- 
land Mayor George Voinovich) 
that says "Cleveland's A 
Plum," (e.g. New York's the Big 
Apple), don't even say we're the 
pits. 
' Batdorf, a junior journalism 
major from Brunswick, is the 
assistant editor of Friday Mag- 
azine. 
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Hours 6 a.m. to 6 p.m Monday through Friday 
by Mike Royko     
I've just read my morning 
mail, and I'm filled with feelings 
of guilt and remorse. It seems 
that I have hurt Brad's feelings. 
You remember Brad, don't 
you? Brad Lieberman. He's 
doing a 20-year stretch in a state 
prison for a dozen or so rapes. 
Brad just sent me a lengthy 
letter, criticizing a column I 
recently wrote about him and 
his complaints that he wasn't 
being treated properly in prison. 
I wrote that column after Brad 
griped to a soft-hearted state 
legislator that he wasn't being 
given the opportunity to further 
his college education, study mu- 
sic, or nave adequate recre- 
ation. 
He's being deprived of these 
activities because he has placed 
himself in protective custody - 
isolated from the other prison- 
ers, because he thinks they will 
hut him. 
I guess I was insensitive to 
Brad's needs, so I wrote a col- 
umn lacking sympathy and un- 
derstanding. 
My knee-jerk reaction was 
that if Brad hadn't made a prac- 
tice of rapping on doors, telling 
women he was a plumber check- 
ing for leaks, then raping them, 
he wouldn't be in prison. 
To me, that didn't seem like 
proper behavior for a young 
man (he's now 26) who had been 
raised in a prosperous home in 
the suburb of Skokie, went to 
excellent schools and led a com- 
fortable life. 
So, I advised Brad to serve the 
remaining 14 years of his sen- 
tence as best he could, and to 
remember that when he got out, 
he'd be only 40 and would have 
many prime years ahead of him. 
If he could just avoid knocking 
on the doors of ladies to whom he 
hadn't been properly intro- 
duced. 
Now Brad has responded. I 
would like to print his entire 
letter, but it's so long that it 
would fill this and the next page. 
So I'll iust try to summarize. 
Brad again says that life in 
prison is pretty miserable. The 
prisoners form gangs, and if you 
aren't part of the gang, you 
could be at their mercy. 
"I am 6-3, and weigh well over 
240," Brad says. "I am strong as 
an ox and can handle myself 
with any man. one on one. How- 
ever, in this place, gangs come 
Letters 
at guys with knives, clubs, and 
sufficient numbers with which to 
totally devastate anyone they 
target." 
I don't doubt that. But the 
question is, why are they after 
Brad? It's not because of his 
race, since he's at Menard State 
Prison, where the majority of 
prisoners are white. 
Brad explains. Before he went 
to prison, fie worked as a private 
security guard for a department 
store and a few other compa- 
And, he says, he was so zeal- 
ous in collaring thieves, felons 
and other wrong-doers that his 
reputation as a fearless lawman 
has spread through the prison. 
So, the other prisoners know 
that Brad - while working as a 
watchman in a department 
store - was responsible for send- 
ing many of their pals to jail. 
And they want to get even. 
I wasn't aware that a depart- 
ment store security guard could 
send that many guys up the 
river, but that's what Brad says. 
He goes on to tell how crowded 
the prisons are, how bleak life 
there can be, and how much 
better off society would be if 
prisoners could be rehabilitated, 
so they could be useful citizens 
when they get out. 
I haven't read anything like 
that since the last SO or so stories 
that were printed in Chicago 
newspapers about how miser- 
able life is in prison. 
He also says - and I know this 
will come as a shock - that he 
didn't commit any of those 
rapes. He was not the "plumber 
rapist," as the police and the 
press dubbed him. 
Instead, he was a victim of 
"an overzealous news media 
only interested in out-sensatio- 
nalizing competing news bodies 
Maybe that's true. On the 
other hand, I don't recall that it 
was a reporter who nabbed 
Brad. It was the cops. 
Nor did any reporters testify 
against him. The testimony 
came from women, such as one 
who wrote me a letter that said: 
"Being one of his victims. I 
can certainly attest to his In- 
credible ability to lie and his 
cry-baby antics. I can still re- 
member vividly waiting at the 
Eolice station through the wee 
ours with 10 other women, all of 
us his victims. Each of us posi- 
tively identified him as the rap- 
ist. God only knows how many 
did not come forward. 
"As far as I'm concerned, I 
would like to see him moved to 
some remote island of nuclear 
waste to spend the rest of his 
days cohabitiating en masse 
with more of his kind." 
But to get back to Brad's let- 
ter. 
He says: "The next time an 
ex-convict does something stu- 
pid and violent, you can accept 
part of the blame for wasting 
valuable journalistic power and 
influence by letting the very real 
and very huge problem go unex- 
amined and, as a result, uncor- 
rected." 
In other words, I should not 
have written about Brad and his 
complaints to a state legislator 
about how unhappy he is, but 
about the big picture - that life 
in our prisons is not a cup of tea. 
Gosh, was anybody else besides 
me unaware that being in prison 
wasn't like a trip to Disney 
World? 
And he concludes by saying: 
"I hope that you feel a sense of 
accomplishment. You accom- 
plished nothing. You jerk." 
That hurt, being called a jerk 
by Brad. I feel so bad that 1 think 
111 go home and cry myself to 
sleep. 
On the other hand, maybe I'll just stop in a bar, have a beer, 
and chuckle awhile. 
Royko is a columnist for the 
Chicago Tribune. 
" — AND BOTtf SATEUflfeS APE 
LOCKED ON TO TUE  PP.ONC 
ROCKET ANPARS  TRACKING XT' 
f*0T ONLY POBS IMS YINPTCJXT6 
*Si^WAR5wTBCJ4NQtOQ-Y, tT 
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Get involved in 
student affairs 
As the newly elected president 
of Undergraduate Student Gov- 
ernment (USG), I would like to 
welcome all freshmen and re- 
turning students back to school. 
This year is certain to hold 
many meaningful and worth- 
while experiences for everyone 
and USG is committed to ensur- 
ing that every student benefits 
from their college experience. 
Sept. 11 at 5p.m. wul mark the 
deadline for filing USG district 
representative petitions and, 
presently, I am distraught. Why 
is it that only five students have 
chosen to get involved in the 
student governing body of our 
University? 
If it were that representing 
students required specific qual- 
ifications such as a thorough 
knowledge of government struc- 
tures, 1 could understand. But 
all it takes is one simple el- 
ement: To Care. Representing 
students in USG only requires 
concern for your interests as a 
student and how decisions that 
are made affect your life and 
your fellow student. 
Granted, all of us are not cut 
out to be a student representa- 
tive but, there ought to be more 
than five BGSU students that fit 
this criteria. Not only would 
USG like to see more than five 
people run for 6 district positions 
but, USG would like to see more 
students participate in voting in 
the election. 
It is time we move ourselves 
from our immediate world of 
classes and social life and take 
note of what is going on on our 
campus, in our community, and 
in our world. Voting in elections 
is a form of Involvement. 
Candidates will be listed in 
The BG News soon. When elec- 
tion day rolls round, I do hope 
more than five candidates are 
listed. Many students so often 
use the excuse, "I did not vote 
because I did not know who was 
running." If you do not know 
who your district candidate is 
and why they are running, look 
their name up, give them a calf 
and ask them "Why do you want 
to represent me?" 
Election tables will be set up 
on Sept. 18 in the Union foyer 
from 9 a.m.- 5 p.m. and the 
Jerome Library from 6 p.m. - 10 
p.m. 
If you choose not to run then 
do choose to vote. 
Kelly L. McCoy 
President 
WFAL serves all 
This letter is in response to the 
article on the ''Future of 
WFAL," in the Thursday, Sep- 
tember 4, 1966 issue of the BG 
News. 
BLOOM COUNTY 
Like any successful organiza- 
tion, AM 680 constantly seeks 
out new and improved ways to 
better serve its audience. Every 
year we grow and change and 
every year we look forward to 
future opportunities. 
WFAL is experiencing its best 
years ever, and as always, we 
intend to grow from that as well. 
One of the goals of AM 680 is to 
be included on a cable access 
channel. Being a part of this 
"cable package" is not a neces- 
sity, but rather an added benefit 
to the students of Bowling Green 
State University. 
Should the University not ac- 
cept the cable proposal, WFAL 
would continue to serve the stu- 
dents as we have always done in 
the past. 
"AM 680 WFAL gives you 
more," and that includes any- 
thing we can possibly do to de- 
liver better results to you! 
Our equipment is in the best 
shape that it has ever been in, 
our sound superior, and our stu- 
dent involvement high and con- 
stantly increasing. We do, and 
will continue to provide the stu- 
dents of BG with all of the mu- 
sic, entertainment, news, 
sports, and promotions that they 
have come to expect from AM 
680. 
In trying to best serve our 
audience, I invite you to listen 
more to AM 680, attend more 
WFAL promotions, call the re- 
quest line, or call any staff 
member and continue to give us 
your ideas and support. We're 
working for you! 
Klmberly A. Toth 
General Manager 
WFAL Radio 
by Berke Breathed 
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Bunting to head institute 
2 Tim Waterman 
>'«f reporter 
Karen Bunting was recently 
J»med the first director of the 
t-mversity's McMaster Insti- 
tute. 
Bunting was born in Manketo, 
Minn, and majored in theater at 
Manketo State College. She 
acted professionally for two 
ywrs and went back to school at 
l« University of Minnesota 
»nere she graduated with a 
bachelor's degree in technical 
communications. 
She said that she enjoyed writ- 
t and wanted to find her niche. 
I went into to technical com- 
munications because it was a 
new field," she said, "I was one 
>f only five majors in the pro- 
gram. 
After graduation Bunting be- 
gan work at the Trane Co., a 
T.uiufacturer of air condition- 
ing units in La Crosse, Wis., as 
d    advertising  writer.  Trane 
-mufactures home air-condi- 
tioning units as well as large 
units for structures like the 
Statue of Liberty and the Gate- 
»ay Arch in St. Louis. 
Bunting became advertising 
onager for the company's La 
Crosse division ana worked 
withwriters who developed in- 
struction manuals for the air- 
conditioning units. 
SHE SPENT the last two years 
"The toughest thing so far has 
been learning rules and regulations at 
the University because what drives 
business is much different than 
what drives a university." 
- Karen Bunting 
at Trane's Clarksville, Term, 
division where she was a com- 
munication   and   advertising 
Bunting began as director of 
the McMaster Institute August 1 
and said the job interested her 
because the McMaster Institute 
was new. 
"I thought it would be exciting 
to start something from 
scratch," she said, "It was a 
unique situation that the insti- 
tute came up with since there is 
nothing like it in the United 
States/' 
Bunting said the job has pro- 
vided her with some challenges 
after working in business for 10 
years. 
"The toughest thing so far has 
been learning rules and regula- 
tions at the University," she 
said, "because what drives busi- 
ness is much different than what 
drives a university." 
Bunting said she is spending 
most of her day researching the 
institute. 
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"I have been talking to people 
in science around campus to find 
out what they do and how we can 
work together," she said. 
Bunting works together with 
the institute's advisory board to 
set goals for the coming year. 
BUNTING SAID the institute 
has potential to help many peo- 
ple in the area. 
"There will be a great deal of 
satisfaction in seeing the insti- 
tute working," she said. 
"There is real potential for 
northwest Ohio and the sur- 
rounding area to gain from 
this, "she said. 
"If training and information is 
helpful in making them stronger 
business people then the econ- 
omy will grow," she said, "That 
would be the greatest satisfac- 
tion I could imagine." 
The McMaster Institute was 
made possible by a $1 million 
endowment to the University by 
McMaster, chairman of the 
board of Glasstech, a Perrys- 
burg-based engineering firm. 
Rafting students 
take to the rapids 
by Linda Hoy 
staff reporter 
Riding the rushing rapids in 
a gorge 800 feet deep doesn't 
sound Like part of a class, but 
98 students in White-Water 
Rafting class took that trip 
down West Virginia's New 
River last Friday. 
Each student paid a $98 fee 
which included meals, a 
seven-hour bus trip, lodging 
at Holiday Inn and a trip 
down the river. 
White-Water Rafting, 
which has been offered 
through the University's 
Health, Physical Education 
and Recreation department 
for four years, fulfills a one- 
credit physical education re- 
quirement. 
Before rafting, students 
were given a little history 
lesson about the river, the 
second oldest river in the 
country. They were also 
taught how to use a paddle 
ana were familiarizea with 
commands and river terms 
used by professional guides of 
the North American River 
Runners, an organization that 
promotes   white-water raft- 
"It was one of the most 
exciting experiences of my 
life so far," said Tracy Mour- 
ton. sophomore biology edu- 
cation major. 
Each raft contained six or 
seven students and one guide 
with survival training. The 
6%-hour trip down the river 
was shortened by one hour 
due to the water being 5 feet 
deeper than normal. 
ACCORDING TO course in- 
structor Robert Conibear, the 
risks in rafting are less than 
those taken in skiing. 
Out of 100,000 people who 
have gone down the river, not 
one person has been lost, he 
said. 
Students were given the 
opportunity to dive off high 
rocks into 20 feet of water and 
to jump in and ride the rapids 
without benefit of a raft, kind 
of like white-water body surf- 
ing. 
Mourton said she saw 
"huge rocks bigger than a 
dorm room" in the middle of 
the roaring rapids. 
Sophomore biology major 
Chris Gaskins described the 
trip as "a blur of water and 
foam, feeling it rather than 
seeing it." 
Car stolen 
from lot 
at church 
A car belonging to a Mt. Gi- 
lead man was stolen from the 
parking lot of St. John's Episco- 
pal Church, 1509 E. Wooster St, 
sometime Sunday, city police 
said. 
The red 1977 Pontiac Bonne- 
ville sedan, with Ohio license 
number 891CDN, was reported 
stolen at 7:11 p.m. Sunday. 
James Fisher, the car's owner, 
told police he last saw his car at 
2 a.m. Sunday. 
Fisher told police the car was 
worth about $2,000. 
Police said they found broken 
glass near where Fisher said be 
parked the car. 
Police Chief Galen Ash said 
the theft of the Fisher auto may 
be related to an abandoned cm- 
found near where Fisher's car 
was last seen. 
The abandoned car, a green 2- 
door 1977 Chevrolet Impala, 
with Ohio license number 
031KQH, was seen by police at 1 
a.m. Sunday, being pushed into 
the parking lot at the Mid-Am 
Bank, 1480E. Wooster St., by a 
black man between 20 and 25 
years old. 
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Conklin to assist elderly 
by Amanda Stein 
reporter 
When students come back to 
school in the fall, most of them 
believe they are finished with all 
the mundane household chores 
that Mom and Dad had them do 
all summer. 
But the residents of Conklin 
Hall don't get to relax. They're 
offering their time and labor to 
the Wood County Senior Citizens 
Center, 305 N. Main St., and will 
assist area senior citizens in 
various tasks which the older 
people themselves are no longer 
able to perform. 
Conklin Hall Director M. J. 
West said he started the project 
because he saw a need - not only 
for the seniors to get much- 
needed help, but also to help 
relations between the students 
and the community. 
"I think a lot of people in the 
area, especially the elderly, 
hear nothing but bad news about 
the residence halls and the cam- 
Cus-at-large. We want to show 
lem there are people who are 
Household help offered 
concerned. We want to help get 
rid of the negative image," he 
said. 
He added that the project is a 
way to return something to the 
community. 
"It (the community) does pro- 
vide a great deal of service to 
the campus. Here's a way for us 
to give some of it back. It's 
educational as well. The guvs 
get to learn something about the 
elderly in the community and 
they get to learn about us," he 
said. 
A LIST will be posted at the 
senior center and anyone who 
needs a job to be done will sign 
the list. The center will then call 
West, who will delegate the job 
to one of the volunteers. 
"We'll help them with the 
usual things like washing win- 
dows, shoveling walks in the 
winter and raking leaves. We're 
limiting ourselves to the more 
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physical labor. We're also limit- 
ing ourselves to the immediate 
area. We want to make sure we 
can meet the needs of all the 
people," West said. 
The men do not want any 
money for doing these favors. 
"A chocolate-chip cookie is all 
we demand in pay," West said. 
The Wood County Commission 
on Aging, which runs the center, 
is the largest provider of serv- 
ices to the elderly in Wood 
County, according to Jean 
Smith, administrator for the 
center. 
The center offers various 
services - such as financial as- 
sistance, transportation, legal 
services and home delivered 
meals - to the more than 14,000 
senior citizens in the county. Of 
that number, about 4,000 are 
served in some capacity or an- 
other through the center, Smith 
said. 
She added that the idea behind 
the center is to help seniors 
maintain their current way of 
living. 
"WE THY to alter their life- 
styles as little as possible. We 
try to give them as many 
choices as we can," she said. 
Smith said she is very opto- 
mistic about the program with 
the Conklin residents. 
"They're going to offer their 
strong, young bodies to what- 
ever the elderly persons need - 
free of charge. I think it will 
really be a nice exchange. They 
can get together and find out 
they're both nice people. I'm 
sure the boys will get a lot of 
personal satisfaction from it," 
she said. 
The senior center has been 
involved with other campus or- 
ganizations in the past. 
"We've always had gerontol- 
ogy students as interns every 
semester, and the fraternities 
and sororities have helped out in 
the same way as Conklin is- 
doing. One of them also had a 
fundraiser for us," she said. 
Theta Chi 
Q Continued from page 1. 
landlords. We got Doug Valen- 
tine last year," he said. "There 
was a kid living in an apartment 
that was purely uninhabitable 
and Valentine refused to do any- 
thing about it." 
Davidson said Maurer has 
been in this position before. 
"Maurer has a history of this 
(work stoppage orders). I know 
of two red-tag situations in the 
last year," Davidson said. "Last 
winter he had people living in 
the blue building on Ridge Street 
(beside the Phi Delta Theta fra- 
ternity house) before work was 
done/' 
Maurer disputed Davidson's 
claims. 
"Those comments are without 
foundation. To my knowledge 
the residents never had to 
leave," Maurer said. "I'm sure 
there was no work stoppage with 
the blue building." 
Davidson said he is dissatis- 
fied with Bowling Green land- 
lords. 
"I would just as soon shoot my 
mouth off about this because I'm 
fed up. This town makes an 
extremely large amount of 
money from the University," he 
said. "And the landlords in this 
town don't always follow up to 
their contractual responsibili- 
ties." 
Maurer again disagreed. 
"A landlord cannot go very far 
if he is doing something wrong - 
you can sure find him, Maurer 
said. "He's (Davidson) a young 
councilman; he's just getting 
into the ballgame. I'm not sure 
he's able or capable of giving 
advice." 
Davidson is in the middle of 
his first two-year term. 
Maurer said he hopes the 
building will be finished and 
residents can move in tomor- 
row. 
Lawyers file writ 
in University suit 
Lawyers for the University 
filed a Writ of Prohibition on 
Thursday in the $150,000 law- 
suit filed in April 1985 against 
the University by Maxine Al- 
len, coordinator of telecom- 
munication services. 
The writ, which was filed 
with the 6th District Court of 
Appeals in Toledo, seeks to 
move the suit from Wood 
County Common Pleas Court 
to the Ohio Court of Claims in 
Columbus. 
Wood County Common 
Pleas Court Judge Gale Wil- 
liamson said the Court of 
Claims is a court which was 
established by the state to 
hear cases against the state. 
Philip Mason, executive as- 
sistant to University Presi- 
dent Paul Olscamp, said he 
believes the Court of Claims 
is the appropriate court to 
hear this case since the suit is 
against the University and it 
is a state agency. 
Opening testimony in the 
case was to begin yesterday, 
but Williamson said it has 
been suspended until the 
Court of Appeals decidesw- 
hether it should be moved. 
He said a hearing in the 
Court of Appeals has been set 
for Sept. 12. At the hearing, 
the court is expected to set up 
a schedule to hear briefs from 
both sides before making a 
decision on the move. 
In the suit, Allen said it was 
unfair for the University to 
create a telecommunications 
manager position. Her law- 
yer, James Melle, has said 
"the telecommunication 
'manager's' job is Maxine's 
Kb and they shouldn't be al- 
wed to fill it... all they did 
was change the title." 
The manager's job is a con- 
tract position which pays 
more than Allen's position, 
which is considered classi- 
fied. 
Sharp 
D Continued from page 1. 
helpfulness of the people. 
'It's taken me a while to get 
this (job), and it's the kind of job 
I never thought I'd be able to 
have," she said. "The best part 
is working and helping to train 
history graduates to work in the 
community and become good 
historians." 
Although Sharp is the only 
woman in the history depart- 
ment, she doesn't expect this to 
hinder her performance or cre- 
ate any problems. 
"IT IS interesting, and I like 
it. I find that they don't treat me 
any differently because I am a 
woman," the 36-year-old Sharp 
said. "As a new, young historian 
all of the faculty is further ahead 
in their activities than I am. 
That is the big difference." 
Yet this semester's activities 
will give Sharp an ample oppor- 
tunity to establish herself at the 
University. 
Her course load includes tea- 
ching one section of American 
history and an introduction to 
public history course for grad- 
uate students. 
Sharp finished her undergrad- 
uate work at the University of 
California, San Diego and con 
tinued to receive her master' 
and doctorate degrees in U.S. 
history. She began teaching U.S 
history courses part time at Sar 
Francisco State University. Her 
interests led her to the Univer 
sity of California-Berkeley's Re 
gional Oral History Office, par' 
of that school's Bancroft Li 
brary. 
Sharp was chosen from 40 
applicants for her current posi 
turn. Her status is as a two-year 
visiting professor that has the 
chance at gaining a tenure post- 
ion. 
"I go where the jobs are be 
cause there are not many open 
Cings in my area of expertise, 
lie history," she said. "I 
rd about the job, and it met 
my interest so I followed up on 
it. 
SHARP LIVES in Waterville 
with her husband Greg and 
daughter Jesse, 3. Greg is a 
teacher at Maumee Valley 
Country Day School in Toledo. 
"Being young and having a 
child, there's a lot of responsibil- 
ity in being a parent, and family 
is very important to me, "she 
said. "I'm not going to let the 
pressures become overwhelm- 
ing." 
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NRC appeals Perry vote stay 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Nuclear Regulatory Commis- 
sion has asked an appeals court 
to reconsider and urt its order 
barring the agency from voting 
on a full-power operating license 
for the Perry nuclear power 
plant, officials said yesterday. 
The 6th VS. Circuit Court of 
Appeals in Cincinnati ordered 
the stay last Thursday after the 
Ohio Citizens for Responsible 
Energy filed a motion contend- 
ing that it is entitled to a hearing 
on the implications of a Jan. 31 
earthquake centered about 10 
miles from the plant. 
The Lake County plant, which 
is about 35 miles northeast of 
Cleveland, has a low-power li- 
cense that limits it to operating 
at 5 percent power. The NRC 
met last Friday to discuss a 
high-power license, but it ad- 
tourned without voting. And 
NRC Chairman Lando Zech said 
there would be no vote until the 
stay is lifted. 
'The stay prevents the com- 
mission from entering a re- 
viewable final order in the Perry 
licensing proceeding and need- 
lessly creates a thicket of com- 
plex jurisdictional issues which 
must be  resolved  before the 
court can address the merits of 
the petitioner's underlying alle- 
gations," the NRC said in its 
motion to the court. 
THE NRC contends that the 
court'sjurisdiction is limited to 
final NRC orders. And it said the 
subject of OCRE's petition to the 
court - an April 18 NRC decision 
denying the group's motion to 
litigate issues relating to the 
earthquake - was not a final or- 
der. 
NRC Solicitor William Briggs 
said the court has, in effect, 
precluded the commission from 
taking the action that would give 
the court jurisdiction in the mat- 
ter. 
"Since the commission is now 
enjoined from voting on the li- 
cense and thereby possibly en- 
tering a final order within this 
court's jurisdiction, this case is 
now in a sense at a 'dead end,' " 
the NRC said. 
The agency said that if the 
court waits for a complete brief- 
ing of the issues before resolving 
the jurisdictional point, the ad- 
ministrative process will be dis- 
rupted and Perry's operating 
utility - the Cleveland Electric 
Illuminating Co. - will be hurt 
by costly and unnecessary de- 
lay. 
Glenn to skip meaningless' drug test 
COLUMBUS (AP) - An aide 
to U.S. Sen. John Glenn said 
yesterday that the senator will 
not undergo a drug test and that 
the offer of his re-election oppo- 
nent to do so is a meaningless 
but potentially dangerous ges- 
ture. 
Dale Butland, Glenn's press 
secretary, was asked about a 
pledge by U.S. Rep. Thomas 
kindness, R-Ohio, to submit to a 
test this week to follow the lead 
of President Reagan. 
Kindness, who made his re- 
marks Friday, did not directly 
challenge Glenn. But the Hamil- 
ton Republican said, "Our 
elected officials in Washington 
should voluntarily take a drug 
test. We need to set an example 
for the rest of the country." 
Butland said Glenn views the 
national drug problem as se- 
rious but believes "there is a 
danger of trivializing it by hav- 
ing politicians use it as a politi 
cal football." 
He said, "No one feels that 
Ronald Reagan is on drugs, or 
John Glenn, or Tom Kindness, 
for that matter. The fact is that 
the testing doesn't have a thing 
to do with the drug problems of 
this nation." 
BUTLAND SCOFFED at a 
related charge by Kindness that 
one of Glenn's recent votes in 
the Senate showed he is more 
interested in purchasing fancy 
desks for the Pentagon than he 
is in drug and alcohol rehabilita- 
tion programs. 
Columbus gives 
cat to China zoo 
PEKING (AP)-The Pe- 
king Zoo added a Columbus 
cheetah to its collection of 
animals, while visiting offi- 
cials from Ohio's capital city 
got their first chance to touch 
a live panda yesterday. 
Columbus Mayor Dana 
Rinehart and Jack Hannah, 
director of the Columbus Zoo, 
and their host, Chinese Vice 
Forestry Minister Dong Zhi- 
yong, petted, combed and 
were photographed with a 
compliant panda at the Pe- 
king Zoo. 
"I never expected to touch 
a panda," said Columbus Zoo 
Director Jack Hannah as he 
emerged from the Peking 
Zoo's panda enclosure. 
The pandas are the pride of 
the Peking Zoo. Only about 1,- 
000 of the animals are be- 
lieved to exist in the wilds of 
western China. 
Earlier. Rinehart formally 
presented a cheetah to the 
Peking Zoo, a sift the Ohioans 
hope will result in a continu- 
ing exchange of animals. 
Columbus shipped two 
cheetahs to Peking, but one 
died of infection while in 
quarantine. 
"COLUMBUS ZOO has 
more cheetahs than any other 
zoo in the world," Columbus 
Zoo Board President Joseph 
Cross said. "We wanted to 
establish a relationship with 
the Peking Zoo." 
He said cheetahs sent to 
Peking are worth about 
$20,000. 
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From grade 
point averages to 
grad school appli- 
cations to preparing 
for the (gasp) real world, 
there's one thing that 
stands out about higher 
education. 
The higher the educa- 
tion.the suffer the      / 
competition. 
But don't despair. ^m^m^m 
Apple* has two ways to make sure 
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What's more, you'II walk 
away with a free bicycle cap. 
And the knowledge that 
you can dramat- 
ic      ically change 
die course of 
History. Biology. And whatever else 
you may be studying. 
Macintosh and aTrek bike. 
Both will do more than help you 
get ahead. Both will take you  ^ 
anywhere you want to go.       w 
Enter September 8-October 17 
Computer Lab (Room 247) in the Technology Building 
SmmmimddtmkmmmlMiajarmmamfidnomllf Back of ««*<*«*»*fffrta» 7**«« • Mwt o/TntBack Cap C ;*««* 
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Columbian drug 
kingpin convicted 
OCALA, Fla. (AP) - A man 
authorities consider one of 
Colombia's biggest drug king- 
pins was convicted of cocaine 
trafficking in a case that be- 
gan with seizure of a plane 
carrying 1,267 pounds of the 
drug. 
"In terms of the overall 
scheme of convicting traffick- 
ers, this is a red-letter day," 
Fred Schneyer, spokesman 
for the Florida Department of 
Law Enforcement, said after 
Saturday's verdict. 
Jose Cabrera-Sarmiento, 
55, who was tried under ex- 
tremely tight security, faces 
up to 30 years in state prison. 
No sentencing date has been 
set. 
"This is about the most 
significant narcotics convic- 
tion obtained in quite some 
time because this man had 
very few peers in Colombia 
based on the amount of co- 
caine he was moving," 
Schneyer said. 
The Colombian national 
was extradited after an in- 
dictment naming 42 de- 
fendants in April 1984 
charged he was the ring- 
leader of a group that had 
smuggled eight tons of co- 
caine, wortn $2.2 billion 
wholesale, from June 1982 to 
November 1983. The plane 
was seized at Ocala Airport. 
"WE ARE alleging Sar- 
miento is, if not the biggest, 
among the biggest cocaine 
traffickers in Colombia," 
Schneyer said. 
Terrorism may increase 
An expert on terrorism said yesterday 
that the attacks on a Pan Am jetliner and a 
Turkish synagogue could signal a new wave 
of international violence. 
"This airplane and the synagogue atrocity 
is just a first step in my view for a lot of very 
unfortunate things to come," Robert Kup- 
perman of the Georgetown Center for Strat- 
egic and International Studies said on NBC's 
"Today" show. 
"It could be a Rome, Vienna-type airport 
attack; it could be assassinations, bomb- 
ings. I think they're going to lay off air- 
planes for a while," he said. 
Kupperman said he sensed a Palestinian 
influence in Friday's abortive hijacking and 
subsequent attack on passengers aboard the 
Pan Am jumbo jet at the Karachi, Pakistan, 
airport, in which 18 people were killed. On 
Saturday, 21 worshipers attending Sabbath 
services at an Istanbul synagogue were 
massacred by two Arab gunmen who then 
killed themselves. 
Israel's United Nations ambassador, Ben- jamin Netanyahu, said yesterday on the 
''CBS Morning News" that investigators in 
Pakistan and Turkey may be able to pin- 
Soint the terrorists' true identity within 
ours. 
"YOU ROUND them up, the usual sus- 
pects and the numbers, the possibilities are 
very few. It's either one of the leading 
terrorist states -Iran, Syria or Libya - or 
one of the major terrorist organizations -the 
PLO, Abu Nidal," he said, referring to the 
Palestine Liberation Organization and a 
breakway, Syrian-backed terrorist. 
"The names may change the people are 
always the same," Netanyahu said. 
Government and community leaders and 
terrorism experts called for international 
cooperation. 
"The only way out of this is for the nations 
of the Western world to wake up to the fact 
that they all have a responsibility in stop- 
ping it,'r said Philip Perlmutter, executive 
director of the Jewish Community Relations 
Council of Greater Boston. 
Michael Yardley, a British security ex- 
pert who appeared with Kupperman on 
Today," suggested that an international 
conference solely on terrorism could pro- 
duce a standardized response to terrorist 
attacks. 
"1HI8 IS barbaric crime, this is interna- 
tional piracy and there should be a con- 
certed international response to it," 
Yardley said. 
"Specifically, I think we could create 
some sort of international civil aviation 
police unit that would have the requisite 
skills to deal effectively with this sort of 
politically motivated crime," he said. 
"I think until we do that, we're going to 
see operations that are unsuccessfully com- 
pleted; we're going to see unnecessary 
casualties." 
Rep. Ted Weiss, D-N.Y., a member of the 
House Foreign Relations Committee, sent a 
telegram to the White House on Saturday 
asking President Reagan to call for a spe- 
cial United Nations meeting. 
Sen. David Durenberger, chairman of the 
Senate Select Intelligence Committee, said 
Sunday on NBC's "Meet the Press,'* that 
terrorist attacks seemed to be resuming. 
"I think there's no question about it. It's 
almost like summer is over and now they 
(terrorists) are back to business again, 
unfortunately," Durenberger said. 
<&£gfi5 
TUESDAY     FM KM WWES NIGHT GUT 
* Feahirini - "Sheer Perfection" 
•***••••******** 
ALL MALE REVIEW 
**************** 
WEDNESDAY LITRE KINGS NIGHT 
THURSDAY   COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT 
UPSINK CONTEST 
DOORS OPEN AT 8:00 
* DRIVE FOR LIFE PARTICIPANT 
A memorial &miice 
tor 
Hazel Smith 
1918-1986 
Director, Off-Campus 
Student Center 
dioai/iny  Srreen  <S/a/e   Q/nioerji'/y 
Stpltmber 10,  1986 
11:30 a.m.   !Prou/ Ghapm/ 
ATTENTI SENIORS 
Appointment signups taken now! 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Photo sittings Sept. 2-19, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Call The KEY at 372-8086 for appt. or stop by 28  West Hall. 
Schedule early! Be a part of Ohio's best selling yearbook! 
Sports ji*r if.jOlcL v> Milwaukee 
»»~r i /m any t*nm than IhB' 
Big first half paces Falcons over OU 
by Ron Fritz 
managing editor 
Early Friday morning. Bowling Green assistant football coach 
Jon Hoke and his wife, Jody, became the parents of a baby girl, 
Mallory Lynn. The Falcons also gave birth Saturday - to a new era. 
But it may be a bit premature. 
In head coach Moe Ankney 's debut, BG overcame seven turnovers 
to top Ohio University 21-16 in front of 17,054 at Doyt Perry Field. 
The Mid-American Conference triumph was the Falcons' 14th 
straight home victory. 
Ankney said it wasn't a classic, but it was a victory. 
"Any win to me is a great win," the first-year head coach said. 
"When you win, it is a time to be happy and to celebrate. A win feels 
great, fro. very pleased to beat OU. 
In the first quarter, it looked as if the Falcons were going to get a 
win that would make any coach happy - a blowout. 
After stopping the Bobcats on three plays and a punt, BG took over 
on its own 27-yard line. On his very first play as a college quar- 
terback, the Falcons' Eric Smith hit sophomore Ronald Heard with 
a 40-yard bomb down the middle of the field. 
Ankney said the play was risky, but it proved beneficial. 
"IT WAS a gamble and it could have been intercepted or 
incomplete," he said. "It was a big play that got us going. It was the 
one play that I called the whole game and I'm proud of it." 
Smth said the play gave the young team confidence. 
"We wanted to go deep on the first play to show everyone that we 
are still going to be a passing team," the junior said. When it was 
caught, it was one of the greatest feelings of my life." 
Senior tailback Jeff Davis took care of the rest of the yardage on just two plays. The first was a 12-yard run up the middle and the next 
one was a 21-yard burst down the sideline tor the score at the 12:23 
mark. The scoring drive lasted three plays and just 51 seconds. 
On the Bobcats next possession, tailback Chris Mobley had three 
carries for 11 yards. On his next hand-off, Mobley fumbled and 
Falcon defensive end John Hunter pounced on it at OU's 39-yard line. 
The Bobcats committed six turnovers on the afternoon. 
Once again Davis took care of the legwork into the end zone, 
carrying the ball on five of BG's six plays. He capped the six-play, 
39-yard drive with a one-yard plunge. Paul Silvi added the point 
after to give the Falcons a 14-0 advantage with 7:37 still left in the 
initial period. 
D See Football, page 9. 
BG News/Alex Horvath 
Bowling Green running back Jeff Davis dashes down the sideline   toward the game's first touchdown. Davis rushed tor 149 yards on the 
day to lead the Falcons to a 21-16 opening-day win. 
This Hunter preys on quarterbacks 
by Tom Reed 
sports editor 
This year, the University's 
athletic department initiated a 
program to discourage athletes 
from using marijuana or any 
other drug. 
But John Hunter hopes he can 
make quarterbacks spend more 
time on grass than Cheech and 
Chong. 
No, the Falcons' defensive end 
isn't a pusher - he's more 
of a shover. Hunter likes knock- 
ing opponents to the ground, 
especially quarterbacks. 
This weekend, Hunter leveled 
Ohio University's quarterbacks 
three times, twice forcing crit- 
ical turnovers in Bowling 
Green's 21-16 opening-day tri- 
umph at Doyt Perry Stadium. 
For Hunter, flattening a quar- 
terback is an exhilarating expe- 
rience no drug can provide. 
"You're out there sweating and 
the lineman over you is calling 
you names, so it gives you extra 
incentive to sack the quar- 
terback." 
- BG's John Hunter 
"It is a great feeling to hit the 
quarterback," Hunter said. "I 
mean you work hard all game to 
do it. You're out there sweating 
and the lineman over you is 
calling you names, so it gives 
you extra incentive to sack the 
quarterback." 
DEFENSIVE LINEMEN are 
unwanted guests in a backfield. 
However, at least Hunter was 
courteous enough to give the OU 
quarterback a warning that he 
may drop by. 
"I tola him very early in the 
game, 'I'm gonna be back here 
all day," Hunter said after Sat- 
urdays contest. "And when I 
fot to him later I said, 'I told you 
d be back.'" 
Midway through the third pe- 
riod, OU engineered a drive 
which moved the ball to BG's 
five-yard line. A touchdown 
would have trimmed the Fal- 
cons' lead to 21-17. 
But on second down, a blitzing 
Hunter swarmed quarterback 
Mike Scott and forced him to 
throw the ball right to line 
backer Larry Lambright in the 
end zone. 
"That was a big play," BG's 
defensive tackle Phil Walker 
said. "But John is a big play 
player." 
Hunter, a Detroit native, re- 
inforced Walker's claim in the 
fourth period. With the Falcons 
clinging to a 21-16 advantage, 
Hunter belted the OU signal- 
caller forcing him to fumble. 
The ball was recovered by 
BG's Jack Coppess at the Bob- 
cats' 46-yard line, thus thwart- 
ing another comeback attempt. 
AFTER TAUNTING the fallen 
quarterback, Hunter broke into 
a celebration dance, which he's 
usually performs after a sack. 
Hunter, a senior, knows the 
dance makes him look a bit 
cocky. 
But in the meats of life, 
Hunter said he's more of a ham 
than a hot dog. 
"Lots of people see me on the 
field and say, 'what a show-off,' 
" the 6-foot-3,210-pound lineman 
said. "Even my father doesn't 
like it. 
"But I'm just having fun, kind 
of clowning around. It's in my 
blood. I don't really mean any- 
thing by it." 
Hunter had plenty of fun Sat- 
urday, finishing with 10 tackles 
and a first-quarter fumble re- 
covery which set up BG's second 
TD. 
"John had some good plays 
for us today," Falcon coach Moe 
Ankney said. "Our entire de- 
fense had some big plays." 
While growing up in Detroit, 
Hunter modeled his style after 
former Dallas Cowboys'player 
Thomas "Hollywood'' Hender- 
son - another flamboyant ath- 
lete who was known for creating 
the big play. 
Yet, when Henderson's drug- 
filled lifestyle began making 
headlines, Hunter looked for a 
new hero. 
"WHEN HE he started with 
all those off-the-field antics," 
Hunter said. "I decided to cut 
him loose as a role model." 
Some might think Hunter may 
follow the same reckless road as 
Henderson did. But the only 
time Hunter said he lives life in 
the fast lane is when he's behind 
the wheel of his 1986 black 
Trans-Am. 
"I don't speed a lot, but occa- 
sionally I will open it up on one 
of these back country roads," 
Hunter said laughing. "I've 
wanted a Trans-Am since I was 
little." 
Despite his luxurious ride, 
Hunter said he's not really a 
materialistic person. 
"The most important things in 
life to me are my family, friends 
U See Hunter, page 9. 
Booters shut out Louisville 
by Jeff McSherry 
sports reporter 
Looks can be deceiving and 
that's exactly what Bowling 
Green's soccer victory was Sat- 
urday. 
The 1-0 defeat of Louisville 
might give one the impression it 
was a closely fought game. In 
reality, however, BG dominated 
the Cardinals from start to fin- 
ish. 
"We just didn't take advan- 
tage of the opportunities we 
had," Falcon head coach Gary 
Palmisano said. 
Opportunity knocked on the 
door all day for BG, while UL 
had the door slammed shut in its 
face. The Falcons, now 2-0-1, 
had eight shots on goal while the 
Cardinals had a rniniscule total 
of two shots, both in the second 
half. 
BG's continual offensive at- 
tack, however, was thwarted by 
nine offsides penalties. 
Despite his squad's inability to 
put the ball in the net, Palmi- 
sano was surprisingly pleased. 
"I like the maturity of this 
team," he said. "We won the 
game 1-0, but the players know 
inside we should havewon 4-fl. 
"They're not completely satis 
BG N«ws/Rob Upton 
Bowling Green midfielder Larry Valbuena dribbles around a Loulivllle Cardinal defender at Mickey 
£>chrane Field. The Falcons won their home-opener, beating the Card* 
tied. It makes me feel good as a 
coach because I don't have to 
worry about complacency." 
THE GAME'S only goal came 
with 4:32 left in the first half. 
After Falcon forward Nan Shin 
stole the ball from the UL 
sweeper, only the goalkeeper 
stood between Shin and the net. 
Count it as Shin's second goal of 
the year. 
Shin can dribble a soccer ball 
the way Magic Johnson can han- 
dle a basketball. Shin, however, 
erforms his magic with his 
•t. 
Despite Shin's "love to go one- 
on-one", Palmisano said the 
Bronx, N.Y. native understands 
his role on the team. 
"Nan has matured a great 
deal since he was a freshman," 
Palmisano said. "He has be- 
come much better at thinking 
pass first and choosing when to 
pass and when to go one-on-one. 
"He's a good leader and he's 
earned a tremendous amount of 
respect from the other players." 
tiaudio Maldonado's Cardinal 
Suad tried to contain Shin, 
ong with forward Gary Mexi- 
cotte, all day. 
"Their two forwards really 
tired out the two freshmen we 
had covering them," be said. 
Mexicotte, however, had to 
leave the game in the second 
half with a pulled hamstring. 
His absence, according to Shin, 
had a noticeble effect. 
"ME AND Gary are sort of a 
combination," Shin said. "Of- 
fensively, it made a big differ- 
ence when Gary went out." 
UL's biggest challenge of the 
day was to control the frenzied 
Falcon attack. 
"They play a very fast-paced 
game/ Maldonado said. "We 
needed to slow them down and 
D See Soccer, page 8. 
Falcon harriers 
sweep Toledo 
Both the mens' and wom- 
en's cross country teams won 
their season openers against 
arch-rival Toledo in impres- 
sive fashion Saturday. 
The men's team grabbed 
the first five places in its race 
to coast to a 15-49 triumph. 
The women's squad also 
logged an easy victory 16-46. 
Bow meets were held in Tole- 
do's Secor Park. 
The only thing close about 
the men's race was which 
Falcon would be the individ- 
ual winner. Dan Butchko 
nosed out Dave Mora in the 
five-mile race by two-tenths 
of a second. Mike McKenna 
came three-tenths of a second 
later. 
Butchko set a course record 
with a time of 24:48.0. Mora 
registered a 24:48.2. Todd 
Nichols was fourth (24:57), 
while Scott Wargo came fifth 
(25:17). 
BG's Jeff Hastings was sev- 
enth (25:31) and Art Hernan- 
dez finished ninth (25:53). 
A course record was also 
shattered in the women's 
event. 
Bonnie Ramsdell won the 
5,000-meter race with a time 
of 18:05. The Falcon harriers 
also took the next three spots. 
Rachelle Quran was sec- 
ond (18:15), Lori Grey third 
(18:36) and Mary Louise Zur- 
bach came fourth (18:49). 
Also placing in the top 10 for 
BG were Suzfe Deters, Missy 
EUers and Kathy Zubicki. 
Both the men's and wom- 
en's teams travel to Marshall 
University Saturday to com- 
pete in a triangular meet with 
Marshall and Ohio Univer- 
sity. 
Ryan fans 10; Astros win 
HOUSTON (AP) - Nolan Ryan 
struck out 10 in six shutout in- 
nings and combined with Char- 
lie Kerfeld on a three-hitter as 
the Houston Astros defeated the 
Cincinnati Reds 3-1 Monday 
night. 
Houston won its third straight 
game and increased its lead in 
the National League West to 
nine games over the second- 
place Reds. 
Ryan, 10-8. gave up two hits 
and walked three. He raised his 
all-time leading strikeout total 
to 4,246. It was the 161st time 
that Ryan had struck out 10 of 
more in a game. 
In other action, Montreal beat 
the New York Mets 9-1, while 
Kansas City blanked Minnesota 
M. Pittsburgh beat St. Louis 3-2. 
Rookie Bob Sebra pitched a 
five-hitter and Mitch Webster's 
two-run homer highlighted a 16- 
hit attack last night, leading the 
Expos to victory. 
The loss ended the Mets' four- 
game winning streak. 
Dennis Leonard snapped a 
personal victory drought of 
more than three months last 
night as he pitched a three-hitter 
to lead the to a win. 
Leonard, who had lost seven 
straight games since June 4. 
o.'tdueled Minnesota's Bert Bly- 
leven, 15-11, who had won six 
straight since his last loss on 
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D Continued from page 7. 
not play their game. 
"But we let up in the second 
half. I don't know if we were 
tired or if it was a lack of con- 
centration." 
The second half was, indeed, 
owned by the BG hooters. 
"We came out in the second 
half and dictated play," Palmi- 
sano said. " I just wish we would 
have come away with one or two 
goals." 
The Falcons, however, might 
not need to score more than one 
goal a game. In their first three 
games, BG has scored only 
three goals. But the Falcons' 
freshman goalkeeper, Mickey 
Loescher, has allowed only one 
goal. 
The Falcon defense seems as 
inpenetrable as the Chicago 
Bears '46' defense of a year ago. 
"Defensively we played well 
and that was the key." Shin said. 
"We never give up." 
"A coach likes to see the ball 
in the opposition's half of the 
field," Palmisano said. "But I 
feel confident In playing defense 
in our defensive side of the 
field." 
Despite his confidence in their 
defense, Palmisano would still 
like to see a few more goals. 
"I told the team after the 
game that I think when I get 
more relaxed on the bench we'll 
be a better team," he said. "But 
if they would just give me a two- 
goal lead. I'd calm down and be 
less vocal." 
Coach happy with Kosar 
American Heart 
Association 
PHEASANT ROOM 
FOOD COUPONS ACCEPTED 
MON. THRU THURS. 
4:30 PM - 7:00 PM 
SUN. 12 NOON - 2:00 PM 
SPECIALS 
SUN ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFTCT. EIGHT 
HOT SELECTIONS AND DELUXE SALAD BAR $5.75 
MON TACO. BURRITO AND RETRIED BEANS. 3.00 
TUES EGG TOO YOUNG WITH FRIED RICE 
ALL YOU CAN EAT. 300 
WED SPAGHETTI WITH GARLIC BREAD AND 
CHEESE. ALL YOU CAN EAT. 3.00 
THURS BAR B O RIBS ALL YOU CAN EAT 
WITH ROLL AND VEGETABLE 3.00 
FRI CHICKEN STIR FRY. CHOW MEIN 
NOODLES AND A FORTUNE COOKIE. 3.00 
BEREA (AP) - The Cleveland 
Browns were taking little conso- 
lation from their strong showing 
in a 41-31 loss to the Super Bowl- 
champion Chicago Bears, al- 
though Coach Marty Schotten- 
heimer said yesterday he was 
pleased by the performance of 
second-year quarterback Bemie 
Kosar. 
"I thought that he was in pre- 
tty good control yesterday. He 
made some things happen," 
Schottenheimer said. "I know he 
may be criticized because they 
weren't pretty, but frankly we 
don't care." 
Kosar, whose mobility has of- 
ten been questioned, was sacked 
only once and scrambled effecti- 
vely to escape the Bears' consid- 
erable defensive pressure 
during Sunday's National Foot- 
ball League opener. The 22-year- 
old completed 23 of 40 passes for 
289 yards, using eight different 
receivers. 
His only big mistake was a 
MON-THURS ll:30am-l:30pm    FRIDAY 11:30am 
4:30pm-7:00pm    SUNDAY   NOON 
PHONE 372-7949 
Newly Remodeled 
The University's Most Elegant Dining Area 
■1:30pm 
2:00pm 
Kaplan stays 
with you for 
the long run. 
After you take a Kaplan cours*. you it 
no! only belter prepared 10 lake on 
marathon tests like the LSAT. GMAT 
CRE. NTT. CPA. SAT, among others, but 
the study techniques you'll learn will 
help you through the ngors of your grad 
school courses 
That s why for nearly 50 years, over 
I million students have gotten in con- 
dition with Stanley H Kaplan And lor 
those interested in breaking records, we 
also offer SPEED READING 
So call Kaplan You've go) a long race 
ahead to the top of your career Every bit 
of training and coaching counts 
I KAPLAN ■anHNVMt WIONAJC 
B.G. 
Toledo 
352-6802 
536-3701 
PJlaVSN  BRINGS YOU A kSilLrS/ 
FASTTRACKS- Blanket 
Concert 
featuring the 
Jazz Band 
FAST TRACKS 
THURSDAY Sept. 11 
on the Student Services 
Side Lawn from 2:00-4:30p.m. 
Rain Locitton: The Amini Room, 
Below the Northeast Commons 
The most 
demanding, 
challenging, 
enlightening, 
rigprous, 
satisfying, 
difficult, 
rewarding, 
motivating and 
exdtingcourse 
you can take 
in college. 
Sign up (or Military Science 101. For more information, 
contact Captain Dave Wolf at 372-2476. 
short swine pass that linebacker 
Wilbur Marshall intercepted 
and returned 58 yards for a 
touchdown. 
"On the ball that was inter- 
cepted by Marshall, his arm was 
hit as he was throwing the ball," 
Schottenheimer said. 
The 6-foot-S Kosar occasion- 
ally looked awkward as he 
danced away from rushing line- 
men and flipped the ball side- 
arm to avoid having passes 
knocked down. 
"HE'S DOING what you have 
to do to win," Schottenheimer 
said. "He's moving the football 
team. Maybe he isn't pretty 
doing it, but who cares? (Billy) 
Kilmer wasn't pretty doing it. 
Jurgie (Sonny Jurgensen) 
wasn't pretty doing it. (Johnny) 
Unites wasn't pretty doing it. He just did it. Bernie's going to be a 
very, very good player." 
Schottenheimer said he didn't 
pay much attention to Kosar's 
statistics Sunday. 
"My feeling is you always 
evaluate a football game on the 
basis of winning or losing," the 
coach said. "Sometimes, when 
you're behind as we were yester- 
day, you may have to throw the 
ball more and that may create 
more positive statistics, if you 
will. I think he's a good player, 
and he's only scratching the 
surface." 
Kosar showed improvement 
by spending more time survey- 
ing the field for potential receiv- 
ers, on plays he might have 
given up on last year, Schotten- 
heimer said. 
"It's an experience factor. It's 
a matter of keeping your eyes up 
there where all your answers 
are," Schottenheimer said. 
"The answer to everything 
you're trying to do when you're . 
throwing the ball is out there in 
front of you somewhere. He has 
shown improvement in that area 
and he'll continue to get better 
and better." 
The coach declined to spend 
much time criticizing the play of 
his defense or his special teams, 
except to say that improvement 
is needed. 
"We didn't tackle as well as 
we normally do, both on defense 
and special teams," he said. 
linebacker Chip Banks, who 
missed five weeks of training 
camp in a contract dispute, ap- 
peared "rusty," the coach said. 
The defense allowed a critical 
touchdown drive in the closing 
minutes of the game that was 
capped by Matt Suhey's clinch- 
ing 6-yard touchdown run with 
two minutes left. The kickoff 
coverage unit allowed a 91-yard 
touchdown by Dennis Gentry 
that Schottenheimer blamed on 
poor tackling and poor place- 
ment of the kickoff itself. 
Several Cleveland starters 
suffered injuries in the game, 
the most serious being a knee 
injury that will keep strong 
safety Al Gross out of Sunday's 
game against the Houston Oil- 
ers. 
Sept. 11, 12,6 13 
8pm 
Kobacker Hall 
Moore Musical 
Arts Center 
For ticket Information 
call 372-8171 
Ticket Office Hours: 10:30-2:30 & 5-7 weekdays 
Evening of performance 10:30-8:30 
$1 off with BGSU student ID 
If 
ST.GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
l.Rr.NAIM   Wfc.ST INDIfcS 
St George's University School of Medicine, wilh more than 1050 graduates licensed m 33 stales. 
oilers a rigorous, nine-semester program leading to the degree ol Doctor of Medicine 
In January 1985 The Journal of the Amarlcan Medical Ataoclatlon published a report 
wh^ch ranked St Georges number one of all major foreign medical schools in the initial pass 
rate on the ECFMG Exam 
70 medical schools in the United Slates have accepted over 630 St Georges students 
with advanced standing 
Si  Georges has received probationary approval to conduct clinical clerkships in Mew 
Jersey subject to regulations of the State Board of Examiners 
A Loan Program for Eniering Students has been instituted lor a limited number of qualified 
applicants 
For information, please contact the Office ol Admissions 
Si. George's University School of Medicine 
'. Trte Foreign Medical School Service* Corporation 
One East Main Street, Bay Shore, NY. 11706. Dept C-2 (516) 665-8500 
Heart 
Healthy 
Recipe 
MEXICAN CHICKEN SOUP 
1 3-pound frying chicken, skinned 
and cut into serving pieces 
2 cups canned tomatoes 
1 clove garlic, minced 
''' cup chopped onion 
% cup canned mildly hot Calilomia 
chilies, diced (or Vi cup tor a 
milder flavored soup) 
2 cups cooked, drained pinto 
beans or garbaruos 
Place chicken pieces in a large 
saucepan. Add enough water to 
cover. Cook until tender, about 25 
minutes 
Remove chicken pieces from the 
broth and put in the tomatoes, 
garlic, onion and chilies. Slide 
chicken meal off the bones and re- 
turn meat to the broth Add beans 
and simmer about 15 minutes. 
Yield about 2 quarts 
Approx. cal/eerv.: I cup - 190 
1 tortilla = 60 
Commission Sales 
—Meeting— 
Selling the 1987 KFYYearhook 
7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 9 
Room 28 West Hall 
All those interested, please attend 
Gain valuable experience selling a quality product 
EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN ENEN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN 
WE CHALLENGE YOU: 
to learn, 
to grow. 
,   to develop to your fullest potential, 
to pursue what you enjoy and do best, 
to strive for excellence in every aspect of your life. 
Meet the 
Sigma Nu 
Challenge 
tonight at 7:30. 
SIGMA NU 
'Challenge 
for 
Excellence W 
S 
S 
EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN ENEN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN 
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Bowling Green's John Hunter (middle) prepares to pounce on the ball   during Saturday's 21-16 victory. 
a Continued from page 7. 
OU HEAD coach Cleve Bryant 
said the early lead was too much 
for his team to overcome. 
"BG got two huge scores in the 
first quarter " Bryant said. "We 
Just couldn't make up the big 
deficit. They got the big plays. 
Ankney said the "two early, 
successful drives may have hurt 
the Falcons as much as help 
them. 
"The first two scoring drives 
may have been two damned 
easy," Ankney said. "I tried to 
warn the team that it wasn't 
going to be that easy, that it 
wasn't going to be 4(H). OU 
wasn't going to rollover. They 
fought hard and had a chance to 
win the game." 
BG's mentor's words proved 
to be prophetic. The Bobcats 
next drive hit paydirt. It took OU 
10 plays and 4:06 for Mobley to 
dive over the top for the score. 
Chris Judge added the PAT to 
make it a 14-7 contest with 3:29 
left. 
OU added a field goal in the 
second quarter after defensive 
lineman Joe Fincham recoverd 
a fumble by Falcon fullback 
Mike Otten on BG's nine-yard 
line. But the Falcons' defense 
held and Judge booted a 22-yard 
field goal with 9:24 left in the 
half.   
"OUR DEFENSE came up 
with so many big plays," Ank- 
ney said. "They kept us in the 
game time after time." 
However, BG put its last - and 
biggest - score   on  the   board 
with 0:32 remaining before half- 
time. Following an OU punt, the 
Falcons took possession on their 
own 30-yard line and took just 
:56 to get in the end zone. 
Sophomore flanker Reggie 
Thornton made his first colle- 
giate catch a big one. He caught 
a 41-yard pass from Smith over 
the middfe and outraced the 
Bobcat secondary for the score. 
Silvi tacked on the PAT and BG 
took a 21-10 lead into the locker 
room. 
"That score definitely hurt 
us," Bryant said. "It might have 
been a different ball game if 
they don't get that score. It was 
a great play on their part." 
In the third quarter, OU added 
two field goals, both after Fal- 
con   turnovers.   BG's  defense 
A TTENTION GREEKS. 
SThe GavelA 
is holding an 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 
Wed. Sept. 10 8 p.m. 
2nd floor lounge, West Hall 
All those interested in reporting, photography, and 
cartooning-artwork should attend 
Promote Bowling Green Committee and Bowling Green Roadrunner Sponsored 
8th ANNUAL 
BOWLING GREEN CLASSIC 
5K&10K ROAD RACE 
Sunday, September 21,1986 - 9 a.m. 
Bowling Green City Park 
ENTRY FEE: $6.00 with Souvenir Visor and Towel. (Non-Refundable) $7.00 Race Day 
AWARDS: 25% deep (but at least 5) in the foHowtng categories: 
10snd under 40-49 
11-19 50-59 
20-29 80 and over 
30-39 
RUNNING SHOES TO FIRST PLACE MALE i FEMALE FINISHERS IN EACH RACE 
COMPLIMENTS OF THE FALCON HOUSE 
RACE FEATURES: 
 "0"°^  bowiJng 
gREETl 
commit 
• Advance Stan tor Women (5 mm -5K. 10 mm.-lOK)- 
front runners finish together 
• Your finish recorded on video tape 
• Ice, fruit, cold water at finish; two water stops 
• Electronic timer, overhead dock, mile splits, precise distances 
• Babysitting available 
• Race run ram or shine 
. Shower facilities available at City Park 
• Held in conjunction with B.G. Community Days 
. Chicken Barbaque, Music, Arts & Crafts, and much more 
. Race directors: Mark Hayes, 352-5237 
Kris Shank, 353-4415 
ENTRY FORM IE*,*™ 
UM m* tarn >Mh crack or morwy order 
tor ts.00 (noivtOundebal peyaba kr. 
at Chamber 01 Cormarca. Falcon Houea. a Area Banks) 
BOWLING GREEN ROAD RACE 
c/o Mark Hayes, t22 a Coatga Or. 
Boakng Green, ONo 43402 
NAME. RACE OAV AGE. 
STATE  
-STREET:. 
Oaax Ok eAOl ocawrralt kv e 
•v «a a «H ejaa ft* noon 
euaake.ru err. or 
RACE Q5K D10K 
-Sex: DM OF 
SIGNATURE- 
<i—»iniaieeae 
»n~~.    PARENT/GUARDIAN K= UNDER II:  
BABYSITTING DESKED? DYek ONo 
AGEISI OF CHLOWN  
BG News/Alex Horvath 
bent, but didn't break. With 1:37 
left in the game and OU trailing 
21-16, Bobcat quarterback Mike 
Scott's pass was picked off by 
Dean Bryson to seal BG's vic- 
tory. 
,rWe had the opportunities, but 
didn't capitalize, Bryant said. 
"BG won the ball game." 
Davis ended the day with 149 
yards rushing on 27 attempts, 
but his three tumbles tarnished 
the effort. 
"I felt comfortable and the 
line did a great job," Davis said. 
"But I've got to leam to hold on 
to the ball"' 
Smith ended his first perfor- 
mance with 14 completions in 19 
attempts for 164 yards. He was 
intercepted twice. 
Linebacker Paul Schweitzer 
Hunter 
Q Continued from rage 7. 
and my belief in God," Hunter 
said. "I wouldn't care if my car 
blew up right now; as long as I 
wasn't in it" 
Hunter almost seems to be an 
extension of his Trans-Am. Both 
sport middle-sized frames, are 
very quick and have good ma- 
neuverability. 
"John's not real big, but he's 
very agile," Walker said. "He 
gets his sacks because he can 
get around a lineman so fast. 
He's definitely one of the best 
pass rushers on this team." 
HUNTER HAS been harassing 
enemy quarterbacks for three 
Sears as a starter. Last season, 
e played a pivotal role in help- 
ing the Falcons to a Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference championship. 
He led the team in sacks with 
eight. Hunter finished with 89 
tackles, including 12 against Ak- 
ron. Hunter has steadily im- 
proved with each year and hopes 
this fall will be his best. 
So you see, John Hunter is not 
a drug dealer. But with the 
speed he possesses. Hunter can 
provide a quarterback with a 
tremendous rush. 
led the defense with 16 tackles 
while lineman Greg Johnson and 
outside linebacker Joe Foley 
each had 12 tackles. In addition 
to Bryson, Kyle Kramer, Ray 
Southard and Larry Lambright 
had interceptions. 
Ankney said the game is 
something for the Falcons to 
build upon. 
"I sure feel better going into 
Minnesota at 1-0 that 0-1," he 
said, "r.iis team is going to 
grow and get better." 
It appears BG is still in its 
incubation period. 
OMBtKMi 
CANCER 
SOCIETY 
Carter 
possible 
MVP 
CLEVELAND (AP) - Joe Car- 
ter is having the kind of year 
that makes baseball players 
rich, but he'll probably have to 
wait awhile before hell be able 
to make a big score during con- 
tract talks with the Cleveland 
Indians. 
"I'd love to be eligible for 
arbitration, but I'm not and 
that's life,'' Carter said after the 
Indians' just-completed 10-game 
road trip. "But If you put the 
numbers on the board, they have 
to pay you. They can't say you 
didn't do this and you didn't do 
that." 
Management would have a 
hard time indeed arguing that 
the 26-year-old Carter has not 
been registering impressive sta- 
tistics this season. 
If he were playing with a pen- 
nant contender, there is little 
doubt many people would now 
be evaluating his chances to be 
the American League's Most 
Valuable Player. 
1 On the season, the outfieder 
and part-time first baseman is 
hitting .305 with 170 hits, 88 runs, 
27 homers and 100 RBI. 
"He could have some awe- 
some numbers by the time it's 
all over," said hitting coach 
Bobby Bonds. 
With 24 games left, it's not 
hard to envision Carter ending 
the year with a .300 batting 
average, 100 runs, 30 homers, 
100-plus RBI and 30 stolen bases. 
In his last 169 games - just seven 
more than a regular season's 
schedule -Carter is batting .311 
with 32 homers and 119 RBI. 
S19 88 SONY AM/FM cube clock 
radio w digital display , ICR3 
& doze "ICFC3W * I 0 
S32.8B SANYO compact travel 
steam iron w.dual 20V/- jQ7flfl 
240V  Model »A270 'tl 
SAVES30 
Whirlpool Space Saving Microwave 
Cooking cycle provides up to 15 minutes of cooking time 
500 watts of power Compact. Model KMW1000 Reg $129 
Portable Tape Recorders 
S79 88 SHARP AM/FM cass re- 
corder 3-band equalizer $CC 
& soft-touch 'OO 
$34.88 PANASONIC tape recorder 
w/built-in mic & speaker 
Cue/review w/auto stop *297' 
2 cu. ft. Compact 
Refrigerator w / Freezer 
Temperature control, removable 
plastic shelves Separate freezer 
compartment ERT235 Reg $119 
Sanyo 
Toaster 
Oven 
w/Timer 
Two-level oven with 15 minute 
timer and shut off Perfect for 
home or school1 Reg $39 88 
Telephone Buys 
Pay S33 65 lor COBRA 40" pulse/ 
tone phone get $5 re- .OQ55 
bate from Cobra 4tO 
*r IF* MIUTf 
Pay $22 63 tor GTE fully modular 
tone phone, get $4 re- j1Q63 
bate from GTE AFTcnncauTt   10 
Calculated Savings? 
$29 88 SHARP 10-digit wallet-size 
financial calculator w/m- tO063 
terest calculations LL 
$39 88 CASIO scientific calculator 
with 95 memories. 550 
program steps FX4000P 32 69 
HIGHLAND SUPERSTORES 
^.'fpAISY WHEEL PRINjJ^ /\ 
ORAWS CHARTS & GRAPHS 
IN 4 COLORS  
Save On Typewriters! 
$199 SHARP portable electronic 
typewriterw/auto corr- ,107 
ection. AC/DC PA3250 * I OI 
S239PANASONIC 4-color portable 
typewriter w/vertical/- .1Q7 
overlay print  RKP20O 10/ 
SOUTH SIDE 
1412 Reynolds Rd. 
1/2 MILE SOUTH OF EXIT 4 
OHIO TURNPIKE, MAUMEE 
PHONE 891-0515 
WEST SIDE 
5515 Monroe St 
BETWEEN TALMADQE & 
ROUTE US 23 IN SYLVANIA 
PHONE 6S2-0O27 
EAST SIDE 
4405UfoodvilleRd. 
1/2 MILE NORTHWEST OF 
WOODVILLE MALL, NORTHWOOO 
PHONE 693-6501 SBMM 
ALL 3 TOLEDO STORES OPEN DAILY 10 TO 9 - SUNDAY 12 NOON TO 6 
' COPYRIGHT IM6 HIGHLAND SUPERSTORES ''"^-"'l 
Classifieds BG Newi/September 9,1986 10 
ATTENTION ELEMENTABY ED MAJORS AND 
ELEMENTARY ED SPECIAL ED DUAL AND 
TRIPLE MAJORS" Final d«Y 10 ape*/ lot Spring. 
1987 MEP Thursday. September IB Applica- 
tion forms are available in Room 529 Ed BJdg 
DON'T FORGET" 
ATTENTION AU MARKETING. IPCO. ART. 
DESIGN AND RELATED MAJORS Discover 
me world ol ADVERTISING at ma Aral BGSU Ad 
CKib Meeting at 7 30 PM Wednesday mght m 
the Ohio Suite (3rd floor Union) 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
STUDENT COURT MEMBERS 
MEETING 
TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 9 OR 
WEDNESOAY SEPTEMBER 10 
7 00 P M COURT ROOM 
Attention   BGSU Tourouides 
What Frst Organizational Meeting 
Whan Tuesday. September 9th al 6 00 pm or 
Wednesday.  September   10th at 4 30  pm 
Where Assembly Room. McFaN Center Atten- 
dance is mandatory 
BG News meeting (or volunteers writers and 
ohotographers-every Sunday. 8 pm. 210 
West HaH For further information call 
372-2603 
BGSU SOUASH CLUB- Orgarwational meeting 
Tuesday. September 9. 7 p m al Court A. Stu- 
dent Recreation Center Come prepared to 
play instruction and practice available 
FRESH START FOR THE INTERNATIONAL 
BUSINESS ASSOCIATION" AU THOSE IN 
IERESTED PLEASE CALL JACQUIE JULIUS 
353 3819 OR SUE BENDA 372-1508 
Friday Night Sabbath Services-sponsored by 
Jewish Students Group Faculty Lounge m the 
Union. 6 00 pm For info call Bruce Kottter 
354-8420 
HAVE FUN-MAKE FRIENDS-LEARN TO ICE 
SKATE COME TO THE BGSU SKATING 
CLUB-FREE TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 9. 6-10 
PM. ICE ARENA 
Jewien Students-Do you know about the 
Jewell Students Group? Be on our mailing hat 
Contact Bruce Koffler. Psychology Deol„ 
354 8420 
PHI ALPHA DELTA PRELAW FRATERNITY 
OPENING MEETING TUES . SEPT 9TH-9 00 
PM M THE TAFT ROOM (3RD FLR UNION, 
VISITORS ARE WELCOME 1 ENCOURAGED 
TO ATTEND'  
The first meeting of Gamma Iota Sigma, the In- 
surance Fraternity, wi be held tonight at 7 30 
p m In BA 100 Al business majors welcome1 
USG Unrvorslty Committees appfecabona have 
been extended to Wed . Sepl 10 Appecahona 
are evalabte at your residence ha* front desk 
and 405 Student Services Now's your chance 
to get involved 
Welcome Back Education Maiors1 
OSEA'a 1st meeting la Tuesday. Sept  9th m 
300 Moaley at 8 30 p m Coma See What we 
are al about1 
AEROTECH CLUB (SOON TO BE ALPHA ETA 
RMO) FIRST MEETING ON TUES.. SEPT. 9. I 
P.M., 127b TECH BLDO. 
NEED VOLUNTEER HOURS? 
ADOPT   A  GRANDPARENT'   FOR  DETAILS 
CALL ELLEN 352-2283 OR TERRI 3530475 
ONLY ONE DAY LEFTI 
unt* Die Student Organizations Fair, 
tomorrow. Wednesday. Sept   10. 11 am to 3 
pm,   Lenhert  Grand   Basroom   Union    Meet 
representatives from over 65 clubs, groups a 
organizations 
PRAIRIE MARGINS Undergraduate Literary 
Magazne needs staff members BFA and Sales 
Students welcome Wed . Sept 10. 7 30 pm., 
102 Harms Hal Cal 3540525 lor more eilor- 
matron 
SELLING S SALES MANAGEMENT CLUt 
Informational Meeting 
Wed. Sept  10. 7p.m.McF*l 
Center Assembly Room 
Woman tor Women preeenta a video aim 
Iran Jan Phillips. Coma an Out And About, 
Tunda,, (apt » al 7:30 p.m. In the Faculty 
Lounge, 2nd floor-Studsnt Union. Discussion 
wWloaow. 
WOMEN'S RUGBY CLUB SPORT 
Meeting Sept 9. Tuesday at 7 30 p m In Ep- 
pssr South Main Gym For old and new players 
questions Cal Use 362-4411 
LOST ft FOUND 
LOST  14K gold bracelet Reward" Cal Cmdy 
372-3148  
LOST: SET OF KEYS WTTH ORANGE NO 1 
BGSU KEY CHAIN ONE BLUE KEY AND ONE 
RED KEY ALONG WTTH SEVERAL OTHERS 
VERY IVIPORTANT-PLEASE CALL THERESA 
AT 352-3519 
Reward for 2 rings taken from Oflsnhauer 
East-6th floor restroom Wednesday nkghu. 
August 27 Please cal 372-8318 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Abortion 
Caring and Confidential 
Center lor Choice 
Toledo 
419-255-7769 
FEMALE ups upsMALE 
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE 
Part Time Employment 
Loading and unloading 
Semi-trailers 
3 Shifts Available 
Approximate Hours 
4:00 a.m.-8 a.m. 
5:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. 
10:30 p.m.-3:00 a.m. 
$8.00 mm. 
Apply at 
Ohio Bureau of Employment Services 
at 400 E. Poe 
between 8:30 a.m. & 3:00 p.m. 
Monday through Friday 
United Parcel Service Is an 
Equal Opportunity Emloyer 
PERSONALS 
Alpha Chi Omega 
Alpha Chi Omega 
Alpha Chi Omega 
ATTENTION Gerontology and Nursing Home 
AdYnrnietratton majors First meeting of UGA w* 
be Wed . Sept 10 at 8:00 in 105 Psych Free 
Pizza 
BGSU KARATE 
EVERY T-R 8 00 EPPLER MIDDLE 
CLASSES BEGIN SEPT 9 
BGSU KARATE 
FREE SELF DEFENSE WORKSHOP 
THURSDAY. SEPT 11, 6 00 EPPLER MIDDLE 
Bored with schooT? Uncertain about career 
daectton? Want to know what the work work) 
to offer' Coma to the Co-op kilormetlon 
sessions on Monday. Sepl 15 at 4 00 PM or 
Thursday, Sept 18 at 10 00 AM in the Co-op 
Office. 238 Administration Building. 372-2451 
CATCH THE WAVE-COOPERATIVE EDUCA- 
TION" 
Catch The Wave ol the Future 
Rush Alpha Tau Omega 
Tuesday and Thursday. 7.30 
303Thurstln 
Check out our new sorority items arriving daily 
Jeans N Things. 531 Ridge 
COLOURS 
COLOURS 
COLOURS 
COLOURS 
Tonight is Colour Night 
Wa rule BG 
Complete Hockey Pro Shop 
SI  oft any stick with 2 skate sherpenings 
Puroels Bike Shop. 352-8284 
Congratulattona BRIDGETTE YVENSINGER on 
getting tavassred to Sigma Alpha Epaaon John 
Janson Love, Your Alpha XI Delta sisters 
KAPP/VKAPPA GAMMA 
FALL PLEDGE CLASS 1986 
Rebecca Stevens 
Wendy Wessels 
Katy Martin 
Margaret Jauch 
Laura Shock 
Michelle Schmidt 
Kim Bush 
Kristin Rumble 
Lisa Edrington 
Kristie Kohli 
Susan Ramseth 
LKris Faulkner 
Rochelle Stratton 
Jamie Smallets 
Kim Cotter 
Lisa Matson 
Amy Hard 
Laura Viland 
Stacia Geiger 
Kim Polemsky 
Lesley Pollock 
Kim Schnorf 
Sharon Ehrbar 
Maureen O'Neill 
Tracy Thomas 
Wendy Musser 
Laura Jones 
Lynne Dressel 
Ellen Bittel 
Mary Rizzo 
Kim Long 
Lori Zagoric 
Judy Bell 
Ann Bookmyer 
Amy Holman 
Laura Cherni 
Congratulations Suzy Q and Brooke on your 
Kappa Kappa Gamma -Kappa Sig lavsforlng 
We're looking forward to the wedding In pttd 
Mew 
CongrstJatrons to Brenda Hememeyer on her 
new pb al me Popular Culture Library   Don't 
lorgaf to atudy' Miches* and Lym 
DIANfTA SOHZ 
'FEUCIOADES' HAVE A FANTASTIC DAY 
LOVE. JACOUITA 
GARAGE NEEDED TO STORE CAR AND BIKE. 
MUST BE NEAR CAMPUS AND ABLE TO BE 
LOCKED CALL JOHN 372-6847  
Groovey Records and Tapss 
426 E   Wooetsr 
Behind Dairy Mart 
353-1222 
Incense on sale for 99 cents, best price on 
wank tapes' We buy used records VISA a MC 
Hey Colours! 
You make me feel so good 
Love. Paster Pink 
Intramural Desdanes Women's Tennis. Sept 9: 
Man's Tanras Sept 9. Men's dots Golt Sepl 
10 Entries due «i 108 Rec Center by 4:00 on 
these dates 
Meet the 
Sigma Nu chalanga 
tonight at 7.30 
Orientation Board Member Appkcatona are 
available m 405 Student Services and are due 
Friday Sept  12 by 5 00pm 
RUSH PIKES 
Tonight 7.30 p.m. 
For Rides Cal 353 0824 
Rush 
Sigma Nu 
tonight at 7 30 
SIGMA NU 
Daring You To Be Yourself 
SIGMA NU 
Thanks to the concerned citizens who found 
my Icense and ID last Wed in the Mac Parking 
Lot and returned them to my oft campus 
meebox Your efforts were greatly appreciated 
Miches* Peters 
The Guardian Angel of PI Beta Pis would axe to 
congratulate and welcome al our new pledges1 
To our PI Pta Mudtug coaches Christie and Kim: 
Thank you for the great rob you did on Saturday 
Wa appreciate the effort ATO Mudtuggers 
USG University Committees appecabone ism 
been extended to Wad , Sept 10 Applications 
are airaashla al your residence hal front desk 
and 405 Student Services Now's your chance 
to get Involved 
Want to ta* to people with a 'uture? Tali to the 
brothers ol ALPHA TAU CsVIEQATorsght, 7.30, 
303 Thurstm 
We're looking for a few good man 
Rush ATO 
Tuesday and Thursday 7:30 
303 Thurstm 
Welcome Back BGS U Tourguktes! 
Our fist organizational meeting wa be held 
Tuesday. September 9th at 6:00 p.m or 
Wednesday. September 10th at 4 30 pm In 
the Assembly Room ol McFal Center Atten 
dance to one of these meetings erequired See 
youthen! 
Whet is RSA? 
Why. RSA la the key to successful on-campua 
Mng" 
RSA 
-MAILBOX INFORMATION- 
For  student  clubs,   groups  A  organuatons 
which have a maeoox In 405 Student Services, 
don't forget to stop by and pick up your mail 
from the summer 
ATTENTION ALL RACOUETBALL PLAYERs" 
lntormatk>n.l Heeling 
Wednesday tit* 10th at 1:10 p.m. 
Meet by cowl* 1 1 2 it In* Rec 
Man and Woman ol all levels welcome! 
Attsntton: to the SLICE drinker who was 
behind me et Aspens Aug 28 around 8:30. 
The blond has a bone ol Sice on Ice waiting lor 
youi Call 2-4979 
ATTENTION 
-STUDENT OROANIZATIONS- 
The deaden* for the annual re registration of al 
student dubs, groups I orgenizatoma * FRI- 
DAY. SEPTEMBER 12 It you haven't already 
received the registration form, stop by 405 Stu- 
dent Services & pick one up Groups registering 
after the deadane wa NOT be included In I he 
Student Organizations Directory 
Crash and bum wtlh a Kappa fssj 
DEFINITELY PHI DELT 
RUSH PARTY TOtsTTE 
COME OUT AND SEE THE HOTTEST 
FRATERNITY OFF CAMPUS 
501 PtKE ST NEXT TO POWER PLANT 
HAPPY 1ITH BIRTHDAY KAREYI 
From your roomie Lone 
KFLLY FLASCK 
Congratulations on your Alpha XI Delta - Alpha 
Sigma Phi Summer engagement to Rick Gum' 
IBsttsr late than never-right?) The Alpha XI* 
NSSHIA 
Tonight 8 p m . 209 South Hal 
Al Speech-Hearing 1 Del Ed Maters 
'ARCEL PICK-UP UPS OR FEDERAL EX- 
>RESS MONDAY THRU SATUROAY. A TO Z 
>ATA. 148 S MAIN. 362-5042 
RUSH PHI DELTS 
501 PIKE ST 
NEXT TO POWER PLANT 
RUSH 
KAPPA SMMA lias 
-AQOOOTHtNG 
RUSH 
KAPPA 
SKI MA 
KAPPA 
SIGMA 
RUSH 
LAMBDA CM ALPHA 
TONKUfT 7:00 P.M. 
SELLING 4 SALES MANAGEMENT CLUB 
International Meeting 
Wed . Sept   10, 7 pm . McFaH 
Center Assembly Room 
THE KAPPA SMMA FRATERNITY 
"Net for a day, an hour or a college term...but 
terms."  
THE STAR AND CRESCENT SHALL NOT BE 
WORN BY ANY MAN BUT ONLY IY HE IS 
WORTHY TO WEAR IT. He muat.RUSH KAP- 
PASKMAA1M*  
THE WORD IS SPREADING BGSU SKI CLUB 
JOIN THE ADVENTURE-MEETINGS EVERY 
WEDNESOAY NTQHT, 7:10. O70 OVERMAN. 
SPLASH   SUNGLASS   RAFFLE   AT   EVERY 
UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO 
WELCOME ALL NEW UAO'ERSIII 
GET PSYCHED FOR A GREAT YEAR 
"CATCH THE EXPERIENCE" 
UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO 
Wanted: Young men with excellent eett- 
oiscipiin. and woni ami with othsra. la will- 
ing to work hard and Instill InnorStWe Ideas 
10 tallow workers. Can sccept a difficult 
challenge wflh enthusiasm and confidence. 
Hull b* willing Is laarn how to teach others 
10 do the asms. Eic.llent Intrinsic rewards 
The future of our fraternity la In your hands 
The Brothers of Sigma CM. 
"Welcome te UAO Party" 
N.E. Commons 5:00 p.m.-S:00 p.m. 
For all UAO Members 
Giemby at Uhanan's 
Welcomes Back 
BG Greeks 
One-Halt off on al services 
ThruSept 30th 
362-5815 
Plant Special 
995 
Second Plant 12 Price 
The Flower Basket Downtown 
166 S  Main 
Safe end* Saturday 
WANTED 
1 lernats roommate to share an apartment with 
2 $114 a month and electric Cal 353-1707 
Female student to share house with 5 gala. 
Very dose to campus Cal 353-9309 
FUN. NORMAL. EASY TO GET ALONG WITH 
PERSON IS SEEKING FEMALE ROOMMATE 
WITH THE SAME NORMAL QUALITIES 
WISHING TO GO APT HUNTING OR WHO 
HAS APT CALL 354 1708  
GARAGE NEEDED TO STORE CAR AND BIKE. 
MUS BE NEAR CAMPUS AND ABLE TO BE 
LOCKED CALL JOHN 372-5847  
We need 1 mast roontmfMs to move into a 
house close to campus. A S A P Very InSKpen- 
sfve with two good guys 353-7216 Darren or 
Dave 
HELP WANTED 
Babysitter for two boys sgss 7 and 8 
7 15-8 30 am Monday-Friday. 362-4285 
after 5 p.m. 
BabyaKter needed lor 5 year old chid on some 
weekend and weekday nights Csl 353-2819 
Floral designer needed lor BG florist Send In- 
gunaa to Box 473S cars of Sentinel Tribune. 
Bowing Green   OH 43402 
Hosts. aanTeoaai. berbecka needed Looking 
tor honest, energetic people for fast paced, 
high energy night dub Musi be 19 and over 
Apply In parson Tuee -Sun after 7:30 p.m. at 
Henry J'a. 1532 S Byrne, Toledo 
Lawn Maintenance 
Fui and Part Time 
Cal 362-6822 
Make hundreds weekly maBng circulars1 
No quotas, Limits! 
Rush sen-addressed stamped envelope 
A-1. 11020 Ventura. Suite 268. Oapt. P 
StudtoCtty. CA 91804 
Market Research 
Several part-lime telephone interviewing posi- 
tion* eeJehli now Day. evening S weekend 
hour* Good apetang 1 pleasant phone voice 
neceesery No seBng Opcortunrltee for ad 
vanoemant I pay Incrseaes In a comfortable. 
personable work environment. Apply in person 
t)BsW##fl 0 aUTt-4piTI At- 
NFO Research, mc 
2700 Oregon Rd 
(Just off 1-75) 
Northwood. OH 43619 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
Part-time energetic, outgoing, fun-loving 
people wanted1 Bertenders. waitrasaaa. 
wallers floor walkers No experience 
necessary Flextte schedules to accomodeto 
csipootB Apply In person after 8 daWy except 
Mon at the tun place to be - BUTTONS' St Rt 
26. 12 mine   N   of BG 
Petition pesssr needed Ful or part time No 
door lo-ooor fundrarsmg Make up to S8 -hour 
For Info cat 266-4114 
Pizza Brothers 
Help Wanted 
11 00 am to 5:00 p m 
Delivery t Waitress 
836 S Mam St 
Apply In Person 10 00 a m to6 00 pm 
Skit people entertainers Excesant experience 
lor people with theatre or dance Interests 
Outgoing personalty and high energy era prere- 
queue tsssllVettona. Part time- weekends Ap- 
ply In parson M Henry J'a, 1532 S. Byrne, after 
7 p.m Sun -Thurs 
SPRING, SPRING, SPRING"-Spring la one of 
the best semesters to do a co-op' Come to one 
of our Information sessions on Monday Sept 
15 at 4:00 PM or on Thursday Sept 18 at 
10 00 AM In the Coop Office. 238 Admmrstra- 
bon Busang, to lam more about cooperative 
education and the special opportunities that ex- 
•I" For more informetton cal 372-2451 
Wanted 15 men or women to pertcipate m local 
weight loss program lor advertemg purposes 
Must have 26 be or more to lose Cal 
352-8975 
FOR SALE 
1971 Honda 350. fair condition. S215: Ping- 
pong table $40. 5 mahogany dining room chars 
$75. 352-5546 
1972  Triumph  Spitfire  convertible    $1400 
353-2902 
1975 Mercury Bobcat V-6 102.000 miles 
New radiator, brakes, starter a water pump 
Best otter Cal 354 8600 after 6 
1981 Dodge Omni, new radeto. new shocks. 
vary good cenrjson, 60.000 mass. $1500 
354-0723 Cal evenings 
2 single lofts-bought from the Loft Construction 
Co only las! fal Perfect condition $100 for 
both or best offer Cal 354-0724 
20   gaaon   aquanum-complete    $100    Cal 
352-0913. 
Apple ll para 64K. Green CRT, two disk drive* 
Ask for Bryan $800 354-7733 
Boys 10-apeed bicycle $40 Call 1-666-9544 
Cordless telephone Good condition $60 Cal 
M 353-7574 
Is It True You Can Buy Jaepa lor $44 through 
the US government? Get the facts today' Cal 
1 312-742-1142 Eat  1794 
Large, fresh selection of house foliage plants 
lor sale to departments only Contact Ground* 
Dept 2-7650 
Musi Sen 
1977 Ford LTD 
$750 or Brat Offer 
Cal Doug 372-2785 1 -5 P M 
Sofa and matching char Off white and rough 
plaid Excelent condition $250 lor the eel Cal 
Nancy Havenatein. 352-5228 Ext 213. Days 
299-3143 after 4 p.m. 
Suzuki TS 125 street-trail bike $250 
Honda CB 450. tow mileage. $450 Both ex- 
celent condition 354-1747 
Telephone anawering machine Excelent condi- 
tion $50 Cal RJ 353-7574 
1979 HONDA PRELUDE 
RED. SUN-ROOF, AM-FM CASSETTE, 11200, 
CALL TOM 353-7113 
Beer Lights, rjteplays S posters Must ael now 
Cal 362-0701. Ask lor Jay or leave message 
FOR RENT 
2 to 4 sublessees to rent apt at University 
Veto* 1 year lease $375 Cal Andle Mon . 
Wad . Fit between 10-5. 287-4774 (local) 
Needed One female to sublet apartment fal 
semester $116 per month Close to campus 
Sepl rent paid, rt interested cal Cathy al 
353-0131 after 8 p.m. 
One bedroom efficiency available immediately 
$225 per month Cal 294-1322 collect 
CO-OP CORNER 
DESPERATE? Need a change from school? 
Want work ejiperience In your rnakx before you 
graduate? Come to the co-op information ses- 
sions on Monday, Sept 15 at 4 00 PM or 
Thursday Sept. IB at 1000 AM in Room 238 
Admtntstratton Buldfng. for more information 
Earn a future while you earn a degree- 
Cooperative Educaltontiii 372-2451 
National organization a in need of Puofcc Rela- 
tions interns for fail or spring semester You can 
work a ftonbfe schedule This site is in Toledo •- 
eKOetent opportunity11 372-2451 
Student needed to help with on-campus art pro- 
gram, must have good communicat«on and 
organuiationai skits This could count lor credit 
from certain academic departments Don't 
hesitate - Cal 372-2451 
Junior Marketing student with PR or advertising 
expenece needed to assist with marketing pro- 
gram for the Co-op Office You can't ask for a 
better atari,I Call now 372-2451A 
Rasing senior wflh 2 5 GPA or agove In 
Restaurant Mgrnt. Hosprtskty Mgmt, or fPCO 
looking for the perfect start should consider this 
positon $6 00 per hour and can work In any 
major city in Ohio or choices ol 4 other states 
Vou can t go wrong" You win complete 12-14 
week training program Cal 372-2451 
PRESENTS A 
Plant Sale 
Sept. 8-12, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Mon.-Tues.-Thurs.-Fri. 
in the Union Oval 
Wed. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
In case of rain, the sale will be held 
Mon.-Wed. in the Grand Ballroom, 
Thurs.-Fri. in the Union Foyer 
Plants, hanging plants, and floral 
arrangements from '1.50^15.00 
